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President’s Message

What They Forgot to Teach Us
MICHAEL B. SIMON, M.D.

I have tried to utilize this space to reflect on the everchanging world of healthcare. Instead of highlighting
political issues (I will continue to do this in a separate “President’s
Update”), I would rather reflect upon our practice environment and the
future of perioperative medicine.
Some medical schools and residency programs have recognized the need
to enhance their curricula. No longer can we graduate young doctors
armed only with a strong medical knowledge. Today’s doctors face a
whole new landscape. Thirty years ago, could you envision talking about
value-based purchasing or pay for performance? Could you imagine an
operating room where teamwork was an expectation and mutual respect
was the mantra? For many physicians, finishing a residency was akin to
getting the keys to your very own business. Who would have thought
that the future would look like survival of the largest, the leanest, and the
most efficient?
Many medical schools offer coursework in team training. Young doctors
graduate knowing how to assimilate themselves into a fully functioning
team. They learn communication skills and the importance of mutual
respect, all in the best interest of providing top-notch care to their
patients. Communication skills, as we all know, are not innate. They
must be taught and practiced repeatedly. My last column dealt with
egos and the fact that there is no room for big egos in the healthcare
environment, especially within the operating theater. How many doctors
have been reprimanded at one time or another for failing to show respect
to their colleagues? I dare say a fair many. Doctors in high acuity
specialties such as ours are constantly tested, stressed, and sometimes
pushed to our limits. Yet, despite these stressors, we are expected to
perform admirably 100 percent of the time. Our performance is not
solely assessed by patient outcomes. It is also measured by our
interactions, our communication skills, and, increasing more importantly,
customer satisfaction.
Very few medical schools and residency programs have begun to offer
training in “customer service” or “customer relations.” I know that many
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of you are thinking, “This is absurd.” You went to medical school, not
hotel and restaurant management school! But, alas, the landscape has
changed. We serve many customers. Foremost is always the patient. Our
two other customers are the surgeon and the institution itself. Our
patients are regularly asked to rate their overall experience, including
their interactions with their physicians. As anesthesia providers, we
interact with patients when they are most vulnerable. We often forget
that they are human beings deserving of our respect and courtesy, not
just our knowledge and skills.
When did anyone learn how to truly speak to a patient? What tools are
available to help the patient remember who his or her anesthesiologist
was? From what position should we speak to a patient and his or her
family? Should we follow up with a quick family visit after delivering an
anesthetic to let the family members know how everything went? Should
we measure patient satisfaction? Should we care what those measurements
are? On average, every day, more than 27,000 patients are surveyed about
their hospital experiences; and, every day, more than 8,200 patients
complete the HCAHPS survey. HCAHPS (Hospital Consumer Assessment
of Healthcare Providers and Systems) has completely changed the way we,
our colleagues, and our institutions interact with patients.
In the near future we will see hospital fees, followed by doctors’ fees, cut
for failure to achieve adequate scores as patients are asked to rate us.
Patients’ perspectives on their treatment, inclusive of their interaction
with us, will be of paramount importance. It’s no wonder hospitals and
healthcare providers are turning to some of the most successful customer
service organizations in the world. They seek an understanding of and
education on what customers want, deserve, and demand. The Disney
Institute has been teaching customer service skills to healthcare workers
for years. These unique skills, like teamwork, are not innate and were,
unfortunately, not part of my medical school curriculum.
Also paramount to a successful practice today is an appreciation for
and an ability to quantify quality. What hospital, insurance company,
regulatory body, or patient is not concerned with quality measures? It’s
a number one priority for all hospital administrators. But how many
among us were taught to measure quality, or how to use this
measurement to improve daily practice? Again, these are skills and
methods that can be taught, but are only recently working their way into
the world of medical education.
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There are many opportunities for anesthesiologists to learn all I’ve
mentioned. Some will find courses at the PGA and the ASA, or practice
management seminars, helpful in bringing these skills into their
practices. Some, unfortunately, will continue to practice the same way
they have for many decades. If you have not had exposure to this type of
education, I encourage you to seek it out. It’s no longer optional; it will
be the norm for medical practice going forward. So, brush up on your
team skills, your customer service interactions, and your ability to
monitor feedback on the quality of your practice; bring a smile to work;
display your name badge proudly; and usher in this brave new age of
healthcare. m

Participate in the Democratic Process
You have an opportunity to voice your opinions on positions and policies of the New
York State Society of Anesthesiologists at the annual Reference Committee Hearing,
which is open to the membership at large.
REFERENCE COMMITTEE
Saturday, December 14, 1:45 p.m., Marquis Ballroom (9th floor)
Reviewing: Officers and Directors reports; Bylaws & Rules; Communications;
Government & Legal Affairs; Economic Affairs; Continuous Quality Improvement &
Peer Review; Pain Management; Critical Care Medicine; Judicial & Awards; Annual
Sessions; Continuing Medical Education & Remediation; Academic Anesthesiology;
and Retirement committee reports.
LOCATION: The New York Marriott Marquis
1535 Broadway (between 45th and 46th Streets)
New York, New York
All Officer, Director, Standing Committee, and Board of Directors’ reports are subject
to review by a panel of your peers and are discussed at this open forum.
Please come to listen, learn, and, if you wish, to speak. Here’s your chance to have a
direct impact on the decision-making processes that will steer the New York State
Society of Anesthesiologists into the future.
For additional information, contact Stuart A. Hayman, executive director, at NYSSA
headquarters.

Editorial

The “Physician Anesthesiologist”
JASON LOK, M.D.

Thanks to the American Society of Anesthesiologists’
latest public awareness campaign, we will be seeing
much more of the following message: “When seconds count, physician
anesthesiologists save lives.”
The term “physician anesthesiologist” may seem redundant, but it does
remind us what our priorities should be when conveying to our patients,
hospitals, policymakers and taxpayers the importance of maintaining a
physician-led Anesthesia Care Team. Does the term give the impression
that there are anesthesiologists who are not physicians or does it reinforce
the point that anesthesiologists are, in fact, physicians?
I feel strongly that this term reinforces this important point. As a member
of the ASA’s Committee on Communications, I am proud to have played
a role in the selection of Public Communications Inc. and Reingold, Inc.
to work on the ASA’s latest patient awareness campaign. After extensive
message testing, the firms confirmed that patients and policymakers lack
an understanding of what an anesthesiologist is or does. In addition,
members of the public were unable to differentiate between
anesthesiologists and nurse anesthetists. Other major findings: patients
deemed quality of care as more important than reducing costs; physicians
were seen as the most credible on issues involving quality of care; and,
when it came to emergencies, patients wanted physicians to care for
them. Using these findings, the above key message was crafted.
Going forward, the plan to communicate this message effectively will
involve: securing internal adoption of the message among the ASA’s
leadership, state components, and membership; educating and
persuading policymakers with the help of state component societies; and,
finally, promoting public awareness of the message via the media and
digital marketing. You can learn more about this campaign by visiting the
ASA Web site at www.asahq.org.
With this issue of Sphere, we proudly showcase Dr. Tim McCall’s
experience on a medical mission to Haiti. If you would like to share your
experience on a medical mission, please send us your submission as soon
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as possible so that we can plan accordingly. Please refer to the excellent
guidelines posted by Dr. Michael Duffy in the summer 2012 issue
(pages 7 and 9). You can access the digital issue directly at www.nyssapga.org/Publications/NYSSA-Sphere-Newsletter/2012-NYSSASphere.aspx.
As we approach fall, I hope to meet many of you at the ASA annual
meeting in San Francisco, or at the NYSSA’s 67th annual PGA. I look
forward to seeing you there! m

From the NYSSA Resident and Fellow Section

Publish Your Case Report in

Sphere
p If you have an interesting case
p If you are ready to share your experience
p If you are interested in building your CV
You can submit your case report for publication in Sphere.
All cases will be reviewed and the most interesting published.
Submit your case report via e-mail to maryann@nyssa-pga.org.
Subject: Article for Sphere
If you have questions, call MaryAnn Peck at
NYSSA headquarters: 212-867-7140.

From the Executive Director

Learning From My Counterparts
Around the World
STUART A. HAYMAN, M.S.

I was recently invited to participate in the inaugural
Professional Convention Management Association (PCMA) Global
Medical Meetings Summit. This exciting event, held in London in midJuly, brought together medical association CEOs and senior medical
meeting professionals from around the world. It was an interesting time
to be in London, as the locals (and the press) were gearing up for the
royal birth.
The meeting was an invitation-only event and there were approximately
40 attendees, nearly half of whom were from the U.S. I am proud to say
that anesthesiology was well represented, with staff leaders from the
NYSSA, the American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA), and the
European Society of Anaesthesiology (ESA) in attendance. Together, we
examined the current medical meeting paradigm. We discussed a variety
of topics, including: codes and compliance, continuing medical
education, revenue streams, sponsorships, and future funding.

ASA CEO Paul Pomerantz (left) enjoys the sites with
ESA Executive Director Michel De Bisschop and Stuart Hayman.
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It was a great program and I enjoyed the educational sessions,
networking with my colleagues, and the extracurricular activities. I also
appreciated the work the facilitators did throughout the summit. It was
enlightening to examine the differences between the U.S. and other
countries with regard to specific aspects of medical meetings.
One fact that became apparent rather quickly is the drastic disparity in
the level of training and competency of physicians in different parts of
Europe. When it comes to medical meetings, there is also a tremendous
disparity between the U.S. and Europe. For example, during our strategic
planning day we found strong differences on perspectives and priorities
based on the person’s membership organization and/or country of origin.
These differences were most apparent in the area of continuing medical
education and relationships with pharmaceutical companies.
For example:
1. In the U.S., CME is standardized and our CME programs are
scrutinized to ensure compliance. This is not the case in Europe.
2. In the U.S., those who provide CME must comply with stringent
regulations governing our relationships with the pharmaceutical
industry. Europe has different governing bodies that oversee medical
education and no clearly defined or consistent regulations regarding
these affiliations.

ASA Director of Meetings and Exhibits Christopher Wehking (left)
and Stuart Hayman meet London Mayor Boris Johnson.
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While many medical meeting planners in the U.S. are frustrated by what
we believe to be overregulation and constantly changing rules, it is easy
to see the frustrations and challenges that our European colleagues face
when there is lax and inconsistent regulation and oversight.
The PCMA leadership seemed eager to utilize our input to develop a
white paper on medical meetings. Additionally, they are working on a
summary of our strategic planning day. I look forward to seeing the
results of our collective efforts. Overall, this was an extremely worthwhile
meeting and a wonderful opportunity to learn and network.
On a final note, I would personally like to congratulate Christopher
Wehking, CMP, director of meetings and exhibits for the ASA, on his
election as chair-elect of the Professional Convention Management
Association. m

Have you seen the scrolling banners on the
NYSSA Web site?
The banners link you to up-to-date information that will further
expand your understanding of current practice and help you improve
patient outcomes.
Help shape future PGAs by completing the survey question at the
bottom left corner of the NYSSA Web page. This space is dedicated to
important and controversial issues in anesthesiology. If you have
experienced a unique dilemma in your practice, we want to hear from
you. Send an e-mail to HQ@nyssa-pga.org.
Go to www.nyssa-pga.org to learn more.
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After the Earthquake: A Medical Volunteer’s
Week in Haiti
TIM MCCALL, M.D., AND CINDY STRODEL MCCALL

Like many NYSSA members, I had the opportunity to volunteer in the aftermath
of the devastating January 2010 earthquake in Haiti. I arrived on January 29,
2010, just as those involved in relief efforts had begun a series of helicopter
airlifts to bring the severely injured from the earthquake zone to Sacré Coeur,
which had organized surgical, medical and nursing teams to treat these patients.
The following account was written by my wife, Cindy, from daily texts and
phone calls from me during my week working with a surgical team at Hôpital
Sacré Coeur in Milot, northern Haiti. For the past three years I’ve returned to
Milot with a surgical team from Central New York under the auspices of the
CRUDEM Foundation, which oversees healthcare delivery at Hôpital Sacré
Coeur. More information can be found at crudem.org.
— Tim McCall

Saturday, January 30, 2010
Our team flew to Cap Haitian early in the morning. Roughly 90 miles
from Port-au-Prince, Cap Haitian is a town of 100,000 that is now
doubled in size due to refugees arriving from the earthquake zone. From
Cap Haitian, the road to Milot where the hospital is located was like a
three-ring circus, filled with vehicles and stalled traffic. Dirt roads were

Members of the medical team: From left, plastic surgeon Robin Evans, M.D.,
Tim McCall, M.D., Colleen Gorman, RN, and orthopedist Hud Berry, M.D.
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full of potholes and crowds of people walked in the middle of the road
carrying loads on their heads. Huge UN trucks inched along in traffic
along with rickety cars, vans and buses.
Milot is a pretty town of winding streets surrounded by forested
mountains. The villagers in Milot are devoted to the hospital, Sacré Coeur,
which has 73 beds and is now accommodating close to 400 patients.
Since the quake decimated Port-au-Prince hospitals, UN inspectors
consider Sacré Coeur the most modern and best equipped hospital in
Haiti, and the only one currently capable of handling complex surgical
cases.
Our team started working as soon as we arrived at Sacré Coeur. During
our hospital tour, when we approached the OR area, we were asked,
“Can you do a case now?” The ORs were mainly being used for wound
debridement and amputations.
The hospital has three operating rooms and three procedure rooms that
serve as makeshift ORs. A small, poorly equipped ICU is adjacent to the
operating rooms. Operating rooms are dirty, with flies and mosquitoes
everywhere. There is only one sink in the OR and intensive care areas for

Although the three ORs were fairly well equipped, finding
supplies and drugs was difficult due to disorganization.
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surgeons to scrub before cases, and for everyone else to wash their hands.
One filthy, barely functional bathroom serves the area, with a toilet that
doesn’t flush well.
At first it seemed there were no medical supplies. Later we realized the
hospital has lots of supplies but they are so unorganized it’s difficult to
find anything. Morphine is sitting in open bins everywhere. OR
equipment and surgical supplies are all over the place in boxes on the
cement floor.
With severely injured patients arriving continually by helicopter from
Port-au-Prince, the situation seems like a war zone. The helicopters are
also transferring patients from the USNS Comfort, a 1,000-bed naval
hospital offshore of Port-au-Prince that has no more room for earthquake
victims. The choppers land in a soccer field near the hospital compound.
The wounded are brought out on stretchers and carried to Sacré Coeur’s
makeshift ER, where they lie on the floor until hospital staff can get to
them. Most patients wear triage pictograph tags on elastic cords around
their necks. Sometimes the name of a patient is listed, sometimes not. One
pictograph is a cross, which means nothing can be done — the patient is
going to die. Another is a rabbit, which means get to the patient
immediately. The third, a
turtle, means the patient
is not at immediate risk of
dying. The patients are
very stoic and wait
patiently, even when in
great pain, for medical
staff to help them. The
scope and the gravity of
the physical injuries
suffered by the injured, an
overwhelming number of
whom have not only lost
limbs but are paralyzed or
maimed, is staggering.

Field hospitals in Port-au-Prince
used triage pictograph tags to
identify the injuries suffered by
earthquake victims who were
airlifted to Hôpital Sacré Coeur.
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Sunday, January 31, 2010
Early this morning the hospital staff attended mass at Milot’s historic
cathedral, Our Lady of the Immaculate Conception, built at the foot of the
mountains. Full of families and small children dressed angelically in
white, the huge basilica was packed. Its domed roof had a gaping hole
through which the sky could be seen. During the Creole mass, the priest
addressed the English-speaking medical volunteers and thanked them
personally for their help during a time of crisis. At the end of the service,
we found ourselves shaking hands with dozens of people who thanked us
in Creole for our help.
Back at the hospital, the choppers started arriving. When helicopters fly
in, the pilots can’t radio ahead because of the mountain that hangs over
the town. When the staff hears the choppers coming, everybody runs.
There were 17 new surgical admits today by 2 p.m., many of them
children. Orphaned kids arrived with adults they don’t know who brought
them to the hospital, kids with traumatic amputations and broken bones
who are so little they can barely tell you their names — 3-year-olds,
4-year-olds. The surgical team worked a 12- to 14-hour day in the OR.
Housing and feeding medical volunteers is a challenge for CRUDEM,
the nonprofit that runs Sacré Coeur. The medical compound can
accommodate about 12 volunteers at a time. Over the course of one week,
the number went from 50 to 90. Some are housed in mosquito-proof tents
equipped with cots, others in cement block rooms sleeping under
mosquito netting on mattresses on the floor, eight people side by side.
Some volunteers will be at Sacré Coeur for a week. Others come for a
month. The medical compound must accommodate them all.
Hospital resources are even more stretched. Across the street is a school
compound turned hospital ward where the injured lie on concrete floors
with a mat underneath them. A mobile 200-bed hospital is arriving soon,
donated through Caritas of Boston.
Our team is feeling the shock of being in the middle of such an enormous
medical catastrophe. Late in the afternoon, a 4-year-old boy in a diabetic
coma was brought in and died shortly afterward of cardiac arrest. At this
evening’s staff meeting, tears, second-guessing and guilt gave way to an
understanding that all present did their best to save the boy. We realized
we needed to trust in ourselves, do our best under the working
conditions, and learn how to make do with what is at hand in the OR.
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Monday, February 1, 2010
The mobile hospital has arrived and is ready for patients. Red Cross
workers and Haitian teenagers from the Boy Scouts work with the nuns
and hospital staff to move the injured. The Caritas tents cost thousands
of dollars to transport and set up. Similar hospitals have been used in
places like Iraq and Afghanistan. The hospital consists of five large tents
parallel to each other, each about 40 yards long, with 200+ cots supplied
for patients. It’s a big improvement for patients who have been lying on
the floor.
Most of the injured have infected amputations and badly healed wounds,
lots of burns with skin grafts needed, and/or broken bones that aren’t set
right. Infections and bedsores are very common. By afternoon, about 10
helicopters have landed, full of earthquake victims. The choppers are
Army, Navy, Coast Guard, UN, French and other military helicopters.
Patients come in on stretchers, as there are no carts or wheeled gurneys.
The injured are lifted from the ground and carried around the hospital
and wards by medical staff and aid workers.
There are no gowns for patients. Some have family members who bring
them clothes. Most don’t. Many of the injured arrive with just the clothes
on their backs. One patient who had been given a set of scrub pants to
wear, a young man in his 20s, had a badly fractured ankle. He was in a

Patients recover post-op or wait on gurneys for their surgery.
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lot of pain after surgery, but he was more anxious about losing his jeans
because he knew they wouldn’t fit over the cast. Like most Haitians, the
patient spoke only Creole. When the volunteers finally understood the
situation, the jeans were rolled up and set carefully next to him under his
shirt. Two Haitian-American medical volunteers who work side by side
with the doctors speak fluent Creole and are indispensable to the team.
The medical team is seeing some of the most complicated cases we’ve
ever encountered. There is little or no lab work, and most patients are
anemic and malnourished. There is very little blood available. Patients do
not have adequate nursing care, and the hospital doesn’t provide food for
them. If they have family, the family bathes and feeds them, changes
dressings, turns them over. For those without family, sometimes they find
angels in fellow patients who have less serious injuries. Many patients are
being fed by the villagers who walk up every day with food cooked at
home. The villagers also provide care as best they can to patients without
families, and try to take in those discharged from Sacré Coeur who are ill
and alone. Patients are reluctant to be discharged as they have nowhere
to go, and know no one in the area. Many are not well enough to get
home, if they still have a home.

Patients’ family members and food venders crowd the entrance to
Hôpital Sacré Coeur. Every day Milot villagers arrived with food they
prepared for patients who did not have family.
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By day’s end the team members were feeling disheartened and
overwhelmed. However, we could see that even in the face of such a
catastrophic disaster, the Haitian hospital staff continued to do their best,
no matter what came their way. We need to learn to take care of what is in
front of us and keep going.

Tuesday, February 2, 2010
The team has had time to organize ORs and the wards, and sort medical
supplies and medicines. Medical staff meetings are held every night at
8:30 p.m. — the surgery team can’t always make them as we often
operate until 9:00 p.m. — and the hospital staff is making great progress
at cutting down the chaos and getting things under control. An airconditioned storeroom is overflowing but that’s a good thing. More
medical supplies and medicines come in every day.
The work of carrying patients and equipment into the tents is under way.
Most patients are now in cots in the mobile hospital, although it’s not
quite up and running. The floor is coming on Saturday. Right now plastic
tarps are laid on the ground. The tents are powered by a super loud
generator that makes it hard to hear anything, but at least there’s power.
One tent is for men and another for women. This makes sense, as there is

The medical team checks on patients in the ICU.
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no privacy and there are no bathroom facilities. Patients use bed pans,
the contents of which are thrown into 10-gallon buckets that are carried
outside and disposed of somehow.
UN and UNESCO personnel, Air Force and Army soldiers have been
around all day, helping the medical staff set up the mobile hospital. There
are still hundreds of boxes everywhere.
Today there were 30 cases in the three ORs and three procedure rooms.
Two of the ORs are air-conditioned. The three additional procedure
rooms where surgery is done are makeshift spaces but they work. The
team administers pain meds and changes dressings in there whenever
possible. It’s very painful for patients to have dressings changed on the
wards, especially with burns. Without enough nursing staff to care for
patients, bedsores and infections are a serious problem.
The team is still doing mostly amputations and cleaning out infected
injuries, or fractures that haven’t healed well. Many children and
teenagers who arrive by helicopter require amputations. They are
reluctant to have surgery and don’t want anesthesia to be administered,
terrified that they will wake up without a limb.

Wednesday, February 3, 2010
A 2-month-old baby girl who arrived yesterday, discovered under the
rubble beneath six dead adults a week after the earthquake, is doing fine
today. She has a crush wound on one buttock. Her mother is with her,
which is good to see as there are so many orphans.

Tents were set up to house inpatient beds. Hôpital Sacré Coeur went from
70 inpatient beds to 420 beds in the two weeks following the earthquake.
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Another newly arrived patient, 30-year-old Nathalie, has a smile that lights
up the room. Nathalie helps others as much she can although she has a
left leg AKA and a right arm amputated above the elbow. She speaks some
English, and from her wheelchair she helps direct the staff to those who
are in serious pain.
One of the mobile tents has become the ER where new patients are
stabilized. The four-man Haitian transport team that delivers patients to
the OR is extremely hard working and keeps the ORs functioning
efficiently. Helicopters come in daily with more wounded but patients are
not as injured or critically ill. The triage pictographs are gone. Patients
come in from field hospitals in Port-au-Prince with signs taped to them
indicating their injuries. There are lots of new patients every day but less
trauma and less critical injury.
Many people are paralyzed due to injuries from the quake. We see young
paralyzed patients with extensive, severe bedsores that will end up causing
fatal infections — a terrible heartbreaker. Inadequate nursing care causes
serious problems on the wards. Essential medications are not being given.
Too many patients aren’t getting antibiotics regularly, or at all.
More tents have gone up as new medical volunteers, mostly Americans or
Canadians, have arrived. The tents are located near the field where the
helicopter lands. Among the volunteers are military docs, top-notch
surgeons with experience working in combat zones in Iraq and
Afghanistan. A rooster has begun to patrol the tent area and begins
crowing at midnight. After the first night, the team doesn’t even hear him.

Thursday, February 4, 2010
There were 24 OR cases today — a long day.
The hospital staff has better organized the meds. Now it’s written on a
patient’s dressing when it should be changed next, and when the next
dose of antibiotics should be administered. Medications are taped to a
patent’s dressing as well. Pain meds are critical. In the halls, patients are
moaning in pain. The best you can do is give out morphine on the spot.
No sign-outs or protocol with morphine or other pain meds — the
anesthesiologists all keep morphine with them, and administer it right
away to those who need it. Many patients are in terrible pain.
A crowd of people waits outside the hospital compound, as a new policy
is in place that only two people may stay in the wards with a family
member. Hundreds congregate at the hospital gates, hanging out all day.
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The team hears rumors that troublemakers are here, that Port-au-Prince
jails collapsed and let out all the criminals. An armored UN vehicle is
parked in front of the hospital every night.
The team walked into town in the evening. Motorbikes roared past. Small
children waved from doorways. Goats grazed in sparse patches of grass
between cement block houses. Through a cemetery gate we saw bones on
the grass. Haitians pay a fee to keep their dead in the ground. If they can’t
continue to pay, the bones are dug up and scattered. People walked by
with loads on their heads: huge bundles of sticks, plastic bottles filled
with gasoline. Near the basilica the team crossed a bridge that spans a
filthy river full of trash, pigs rooting in the water.
Stray dogs are all around. During the night a big gang of them had a fight
by the volunteer tents. There is lots of action by the tents between the
dogs and the rooster. Chickens are numerous around the compound, too,
and some end up on our plates. The food is very good — rice and beans
and different stews.

Friday, February 5, 2010
Things are slowing down in terms of surgery. The next step is to get more
nurses, physical therapists and rehab volunteers. The tent hospital may
only be needed for a month or so, as people recover and are discharged.
It’s unclear where they will go, as so many of their homes were destroyed.
Medical issues are compounded by social and political problems. For
example, a young boy from the earthquake zone was diagnosed with
leukemia early in the week. Attempts made to transfer him out of the
country for chemotherapy in an American hospital were unsuccessful, as
the hospital was unable to locate the boy’s family to get permission for
him to leave.
There are so many problems and there is so much sadness. The medical
volunteers talk to patients every day who tell them about the family
members they lost in the earthquake. They point to the sky and say their
lost family is in heaven — ciel in French. There are so many orphans,
more every day. It breaks your heart.
I am leaving tomorrow but feel as if a part of me will stay here. How can
anyone leave in the middle of such need and suffering? It will take time to
process all that has happened. It will be hard to say goodbye. m
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National Institute on Drug Abuse

FREE CME

In recent years, the number of prescriptions filled for opioid pain
relievers has increased dramatically, leading the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to label prescription drug
abuse a problem of “epidemic” proportions. Consequently,
healthcare providers may find themselves unprepared to
adequately meet this challenge. As pain management prescribers,
anesthesiologists are well-positioned to be a primary line of
defense against this expanding crisis by using more effective
screening tools and better managing their patients’ pain
treatment. In response to the identified need for training on
these issues, the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), part of
the National Institutes of Health (NIH), is pleased to present two
free, interactive, online CME activities to the medical community.
These CME programs, developed by NIDA in collaboration with
Medscape Education, address responsible opioid prescribing
practices and best practices for assessing, preventing, and
addressing prescription opioid abuse. The training materials
employ an innovative “test-and-teach” model of instruction,
which combines informative content with video vignettes
modeling doctor-patient conversations on the safe and effective
use of opioid pain medications.

Safe Prescribing for Pain (1.25 credits) explores the
prevalence of prescription opioid abuse in the U.S. and provides
tools and communication approaches to effectively screen for
and prevent abuse in patients with pain. Go to
www.drugabuse.gov/nidamed/etools.
Managing Pain Patients Who Abuse Rx Drugs

(1.75 credits) identifies the prevalence of opioid addiction and
dependence in patients with chronic pain, and assists physicians
and other healthcare providers in identifying the symptoms of
emerging abuse behaviors. The course also explores screening,
prevention, and treatment methods. Go to
www.drugabuse.gov/nidamed/etools.
To learn more about these CME programs as well as additional
NIDA resources for healthcare providers, visit the NIDAMED
online portal at www.drugabuse.gov/nidamed-medical-healthprofessionals.
SPHERE
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NYSSA Delegates to 2013 ASA House of Delegates

NYSSA Delegates to 2013
ASA House of Delegates
All sessions related to the ASA House of Delegates will take place at
the Moscone Center, West Building, 800 Howard Street (at the corner
of Fourth & Howard), San Francisco, CA, as follows:
First Session

8:00 a.m. — Sunday, October 13, 2013

Second Session 8:00 a.m. — Wednesday, October 16, 2013
DELEGATES (VOTING)
1. Dr. Melinda A. Aquino
2. Dr. Richard A. Beers
3. Dr. Rose Berkun
4. Dr. David S. Bronheim
5. Dr. Jesus R. Calimlim
6. Dr. Christopher L. Campese
7. Dr. Michael P. Duffy
8. Dr. Lawrence J. Epstein
9. Dr. Gregory W. Fischer
10. Dr. Charles C. Gibbs
11. Dr. Ingrid B. Hollinger
12. Dr. Vilma A. Joseph
13. Dr. Jung T. Kim

14. Dr. Jason Lok
15. Dr. Scott N. Plotkin
16. Dr. Andrew D. Rosenberg
17. Dr. Lawrence J. Routenberg
18. Dr. Steven B. Schulman
19. Dr. Michael B. Simon
20. Dr. Tracey Straker
21. Dr. Salvatore G. Vitale
22. Dr. Lance W. Wagner
23. Dr. Paul H. Willoughby
24. Dr. Richard N. Wissler
25. Dr. David J. Wlody

Scott B. Groudine, M.D. — ASA Director, New York State
ALTERNATE DELEGATES (NON-VOTING)
1. Dr. Audree A. Bendo
2. Dr. Patrick Chery
3. Dr. John A. Cooley
4. Dr. Alan E. Curle
5. Dr. Timothy J. Dowd
6. Dr. Kevin M. Glassman
7. Dr. Sudheer K. Jain
8. Dr. James S. Kikuoka
9. Dr. Archana Mane
10. Dr. Prakash J. Rao
11. Dr. Peter A. Silverberg
12. Dr. Andrew M. Sopchak
13. Dr. Francis S. Stellaccio

14. Dr. James E. Szalados
15. Dr. Donna-Ann Thomas
16. Dr. Matthew B. Wecksell
17. Vacant
18. Vacant
19. Vacant
20. Vacant
21. Vacant
22. Vacant
23. Vacant
24. Vacant
25. Vacant

In Memoriam

Colleen A. Sullivan, M.B., Ch.B.
February 11, 1937-May 26, 2013
Dr. Colleen Sullivan was born in Lucknow, India, in 1937. She moved to
the United Kingdom in 1948 and received her medical degree from the
University of St. Andrews in Scotland in 1961. Dr. Sullivan performed
her internship at Nassau Hospital in New York and her residency in
anesthesiology at New York Hospital, Cornell Medical Center. Her
residency was immediately followed by a fellowship in anesthesiology at
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center.
During her career, Dr. Sullivan served as an associate director of
anesthesia at St. Mary’s Hospital Catholic Medical Center, an attending
anesthesiologist at SUNY Downstate Medical Center, a clinical director of
anesthesiology at Kings County Hospital Center, and as medical director
of ambulatory surgery at Kings County Hospital Center. She was also a
clinical professor of anesthesiology at SUNY Downstate and a published
author. She retired in 1997.
Dr. Sullivan was an active member of the NYSSA. Her service to the
organization and her fellow members spanned more than a decade and
included time spent as a member of the House of Delegates, as an
assistant editor of Sphere,
and as a member of the
Scientific Program
Committee of the PGA.
Dr. Sullivan passed away on
May 26, 2013. She is
survived by her husband,
Dr. Alexander W. Gotta,
daughter Nancy, and sonin-law Jason Hintersteiner. m

Dr. Colleen A. Sullivan with her
husband, Dr. Alexander W. Gotta.
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AMA Annual Meeting

Michael Simon, M.D., and AMA
President Ardis Hoven, M.D.

Michael Simon, M.D., and AMA
President-elect Robert Wah, M.D.

U.S. Surgeon General Regina Benjamin,
M.D., and Michael Simon, M.D.

New York State Fair

New York physicians were
well represented at the fair.

NYSSA Vice President Michael Duffy, M.D., mans the booth.

The NYSSA booth.

Euroanaesthesia 2013
The European Anaesthesiology Congress

NYSSA Executive
Director Stuart
Hayman and NYSSA
President Michael
Simon, M.D., man the
PGA booth at the ESA’s
Euroanaesthesia 2013
Congress in Barcelona,
Spain.

Andrew Rosenberg, M.D., and
Michael Simon, M.D., at the famous
Casa Batlló building in Barcelona.

ASA President John Zerwas, M.D., ESA
President Professor Dr. Eberhard Kochs, M.D., M.Sc.,
and Michael Simon, M.D.

Stuart Hayman, Richard
Beers, M.D., and David Wlody,
M.D., at the NYSSA booth.
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Supporting New York Legislators

Michael Simon, M.D., and New York
State Assemblyman Kevin Cahill,
chair of the Committee on Insurance,
at a fundraiser hosted by Bruce
Chipkin, M.D., and his wife, Megan.

Stuart Hayman, Assemblyman
Kevin Cahill, Bruce Chipkin,
M.D., Megan Chipkin, and
Michael Simon, M.D.

Stuart Hayman meets with New
York State Sen. David Valesky at
the NYSSA headquarters.
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I-STOP Proposed Regulations: Guidance for
Practitioners
MICHAEL J. SCHOPPMANN, ESQ.

On June 19, 2013, the New York State Department of Health (DOH)
published proposed regulations to implement the I-STOP law. According to
the proposed regulations, every practitioner must consult the prescription
monitoring program registry no more than 24 hours prior to the
practitioner prescribing or dispensing a schedule II, III or IV controlled
substance to the patient. A practitioner must document in the patient’s chart
the consultation of the registry, or, if the practitioner does not consult the
registry, the practitioner must document in the patient’s medical chart the
reason such consultation was not performed.
The proposed regulations list the following exceptions whereby the duty to
consult the registry will not apply:
(i)

Veterinarians;

(ii)
A practitioner dispensing methadone or such other controlled
substance designated by the commissioner as appropriate for use as interim
treatment for an addict on a waiting list for admission to an authorized
maintenance program;
(iii)

A practitioner administering a controlled substance;

(iv)
A practitioner prescribing or ordering a controlled substance for a
patient of an institutional dispenser (e.g., hospital, nursing home or other
facility approved by DOH as authorized to obtain controlled substances) for
use on the premises of, or during an emergency transfer from, the
institutional dispenser;
(v)
A practitioner prescribing a controlled substance in the emergency
department of a general hospital provided the quantity does not exceed a
five-day supply.
(vi)

A prescription given to a hospice patient;

(vii)

A practitioner when:

(a)
it is not reasonably possible for the practitioner to access
the registry in a timely manner;
(b)
no other practitioner or designee authorized to access the
registry is reasonably available;
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(c)
the quantity of the controlled substance does not exceed a
five-day supply.
(viii)
A practitioner in circumstances under which consultation of the
registry would result in the patient’s inability to obtain a prescription in a
timely manner, which would adversely impact the medical condition of the
patient, provided the quantity of the controlled substance does not exceed a
five-day supply.
(ix)
A situation where the registry is not operational as determined by
DOH due to a technological or electrical failure.
(x)
A practitioner to whom the commissioner has granted a waiver due
to technological limitations that are not reasonably within the control of the
practitioner.
According to the proposed regulations, if the practitioner does not consult
the registry due to circumstances specified in (vii), the practitioner must
document in the patient’s medical chart the conditions, occurrences, or
circumstances that caused such consultation to be unreasonable. Such
documentation must include a description of the barrier(s) to accessing the
registry, and the efforts made by the practitioner to contact other designees.
If the practitioner does not consult the registry due to circumstances
specified in (viii), the practitioner must document in the patient’s medical
chart a description of the circumstances supporting the practitioner’s
conclusion that consultation of the registry would adversely impact the
patient’s ability to obtain a prescription in a timely manner and the
relationship between the delay and the patient’s medical condition.
Under I-STOP, a practitioner may authorize a designee to consult the
registry on his or her behalf, provided that the ultimate decision as to
whether or not to prescribe or dispense the controlled substance remains
with the practitioner and the designee informs the practitioner regarding the
relevant controlled substance history obtained from the registry. According
to the proposed regulations, a practitioner may appoint a designee only if:
(1)
The designee is located in New York state when accessing the
registry;
(2)

The designee is employed by or is under contract with the practice.

(3)
The practitioner must take reasonable steps to ensure that the
designee is competent to use the registry and is aware of federal and state
law patient privacy requirements.
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4)
The practitioner is responsible to ensure that the designee accesses
the registry only for authorized purposes, and the practitioner remains
responsible for breach of confidentiality.
5)
The designee must sign up for a Health Commerce System (HCS)
account in order to access the registry on behalf of the practitioner. Upon
termination of employment or revocation of the designee’s authorization to
access the registry, the practitioner must immediately notify DOH of such
revocation.

Dispensing Controlled Substances
Under existing regulations, 80 N.Y.C.R.R. § 80.71, a practitioner who
dispenses any controlled substance must submit information electronically
to DOH utilizing a transmission format acceptable to DOH not later than
the 15th day of the next month following the month in which the substance
was delivered. The information filed with DOH must include:
(1)
dispenser identifier;
(2)
patient name;
(3)
patient address;
(4)
patient date of birth;
(5)
patient’s sex;
(6)
date controlled substance dispensed;
(7)
metric quantity;
(8)
national drug code number of the drug;
(9)
number of day supply;
(10)
prescriber’s DEA number; and
(11)
payment method.
The proposed regulation would substantially shorten this time period by
requiring this information to be provided electronically to DOH within 24
hours after the substance was delivered. A practitioner may apply for a
waiver allowing the practitioner to make such filing within a longer period
of time, based upon a showing of economic hardship, technological
limitations that are not reasonably within the control of the practitioner, or
other exceptional circumstances demonstrated by the practitioner.

“Zero Reports”
The proposed regulations would require pharmacies and practitioners
who dispense controlled substances to file a “zero report” with the
Bureau of Narcotic Enforcement. A zero report would be a report to
indicate that no controlled substances were dispensed by the pharmacy
or dispensing practitioner during the relevant period of time. The zero
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report would be required to be filed no later than 14 days following the
most recent previously reported dispensing of a controlled substance.
A pharmacy or a practitioner may apply for a waiver of the requirement
to file a zero report upon a showing that the pharmacy or practitioner
does not dispense controlled substances within New York state.
Kern Augustine Conroy & Schoppmann will provide updated information
if and when the proposed regulations are adopted. m
Kern Augustine Conroy & Schoppmann, P.C., is General Counsel to the NYSSA
and is solely devoted to the representation of healthcare professionals. The
firm has offices in New York, New Jersey, Florida, Pennsylvania and Illinois
and can be found on the Web at www.drlaw.com. Mr. Schoppmann may be
contacted at 800-445-0954 or via e-mail at mschoppmann@drlaw.com.

Participate in a Reference Committee
The House of Delegates (HOD) is the NYSSA’s primary legislative and governing
body. The HOD not only initiates policy, it also considers all actions taken by the
officers as well as all recommendations made by the Board of Directors, the
Executive Committee, and all other NYSSA committees during the previous year.
The reference committees were established by the HOD to review all actions by
the Society and to make recommendations to the HOD, including acceptance,
modification, or rejection of proposed actions. The reference committees provide
an opportunity for the general membership to weigh in on topics of interest. The
reference committees hear all testimony on a topic, look into all facts of the
problem, arrange suitable compromises, and render their educated opinions
back to the HOD.
Your speaker and vice speaker encourage all members, especially new and
younger members, to volunteer for a reference committee. It will give you the
opportunity to see and help with the important work of this Society. The
reference committees meet at the PGA on Saturday, December 14, between
12:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m.
For additional information, contact Stuart A. Hayman, executive director, at
NYSSA headquarters.
Charles C. Gibbs, M.D.

NYSCARF Meeting Becomes Part of Annual PGA
CYNTHIA A. LIEN, M.D.

The New York State Conference for Anesthesiology Residents and Fellows
(NYSCARF) is an annual meeting that provides an opportunity for
residents to meet colleagues from other programs, share in educational
experiences, and present their scholarly projects. After four successful
meetings of NYSCARF at different academic institutions throughout the
state, the fifth NYSCARF meeting was held during PGA 66 at the Marriott
Marquis. The change in venue was made to encourage greater resident
participation in the meeting as well as to allow participants to explore
the many educational opportunities available through the annual
PostGraduate Assembly of the New York State Society of
Anesthesiologists.
NYSCARF was a full-day meeting that provided a variety of learning
opportunities in several different formats. The meeting began in the
Empire Complex of the Marriot Marquis with presentations on physician
advocacy and patient safety by Drs. John Zerwas and Jane Fitch and
continued with a discussion about the NYSSA led by Drs. Salvatore Vitale
and Michael Simon. Charles Assini, Esq., NYSSA legislative counsel,
spoke on contract negotiations, Dr. Keith Ruskin spoke about the
nuances of anesthesia for intraoperative MRI, and Dr. Kenneth Newman
provided a comparison of academic and private practice. The sessions
continued with poster discussion presentations from the five residents
whose work had been accepted for presentation at the PGA Resident
Research Contest. This contest has been a longstanding tradition of the
annual PGA and involves a selection process that begins with abstract
submissions in the spring of each year. This portion of the meeting was
moderated by Dr. Charles Emala, chair of the Committee on Resident
Research. Members of the Committee on Resident Research, including
Drs. Maria Bustillo, Admir Hadzic, Suzanne Karan, Ira Kass, Jung Kim,
John Savarese, Jeffrey Silverstein and Stacey Watt, also participated in this
portion of the meeting and contributed to the question and answer
session following each presentation.
Following lunch, residents attended a regional anesthesia/ultrasound
workshop organized by Dr. Paul Willoughby. Faculty from several New
York institutions provided instruction and guided participants through
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the placement of blocks at each of the different stations. Faculty included
Drs. Sephalie Patel, Tiffany Tedore, Yan Lai, Karina Gritsenko, Emily Lin,
Stephen Haskins, Elliot Greene, Mirjana Lovrinevic, Stephen Breneman,
Uchenna Umeh, Steve Chen and Danielle Ludwin.
Following this session, the meeting moved to the Sky Lobby where 38
residents from New York residency programs presented their research as
poster discussions. Dr. Kane Pryor, who ran this portion of the meeting,
organized the posters into four sessions based on topic area and each
session was moderated by two faculty members from New York
programs. Drs. Veronica Carullo and Simon Yu moderated the session
containing posters describing work related to pain management. Drs.
Stacie Deiner and Alex Proekt moderated the session related to critical
care and physiology. Drs. Mitchell Lee and Peter Fleischut moderated the
session related to surgical outcomes, and Drs. Chris Gallagher and Koray
Arica moderated discussion of the case reports that had been submitted
as well as studies describing education-based research. This portion of
the meeting was attended by more than 100 people, including residents,
departmental chairs, program directors and research directors.
Mark your calendars. The meeting was a resounding success and it will
continue to be held as a portion of the PGA in coming years. Plans are
well under way for the NYSCARF meeting at PGA 67, which will be held
once again on the Saturday of the PGA meeting at the Marriott Marquis.
Invitations will be sent out shortly for residents to submit their posters
for presentation. m
Cynthia A. Lien, M.D., is chair of the NYSSA Committee on Academic
Anesthesiology. The New York State Conference for Anesthesia Residents and
Fellows (NYSCARF) is now part of the annual PGA.
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Albany Report

Legislative Update
CHARLES J. ASSINI, JR., ESQ.

Annual Legislative Day in Albany
NYSSA held its 28th annual Legislative Day in Albany on May 21, 2013.
On behalf of NYSSA Executive Director Stuart Hayman as well as Bob
Reid, Shauneen McNally, and Marcy Savage of Weingarten, Reid &
McNally LLC (our Albany lobbyists), I wish to thank the following
participants:
DISTRICT 1:

DISTRICT 5:

Dr. Jason Kreiner
Dr. Rebecca Twersky
Dr. David Wlody

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

DISTRICT 2:

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

David Bronheim
Gregory Fischer
Jung (Ted) Kim
Lee Winter

DISTRICT 3:

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Lawrence Epstein
Jessica Fuore
Vilma Joseph
Salvatore Vitale

DISTRICT 4:

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Mauree NaShea (Shea) Beard
Timothy Dowd
Charles Gibbs
Scott Groudine
Michael Jakubowski
John-Robert LaPorta
Lawrence Routenberg
Katherine Shea
Michael Simon

Richard Beers
Robert Calimlim
Michael Duffy
Shahryar Mousavi
Meeta Patel

DISTRICT 6:

Dr. Alan Curle
Dr. Michael Eaton
Dr. Michael Nayshtut
DISTRICT 7:

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Rose Berkun
Bhaskar Gopalakrishnan
Kathleen O’Leary
Scott Plotkin

DISTRICT 8:

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Daniel Bosshart
Bruce Hammerschlag
Joseph Marino
Steven Schulman
Alan Strobel
Dennis Wolf
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Thanks to one of our better years in terms of membership turnout,
we visited a total of 65 legislators and/or their aides, including 36
members of the Assembly and 29 senators.
Based on recommendations from NYSSA leadership and with Stuart
Hayman’s helpful direction, we revamped our usual Legislative Day
format to include:

p A pre-Legislative Day webinar with a PowerPoint presentation was
held the day before Legislative Day.
p Dr. Michael Simon, president of the NYSSA, and Dr. David Wlody,
chair of the Government and Legal Affairs Committee (GLAC),
provided our participants with an excellent overview of key
legislative issues affecting the medical practice of anesthesiology.
p Sen. John DeFrancisco, sponsor of the “Safe Anesthesia” bill
(S4572), which is supported by the NYSSA, made a presentation.
p Revised and simplified position papers were available.
p The NYSSA Legislative Day brochure was updated to include our
position on bills of importance to the NYSSA. This brochure was
distributed to participants and legislators.
End of the Legislative Session
Significantly, the various bills supported by the New York State
Association of Nurse Anesthetists (NYSANA) to promote independent
practice were not advanced.
Medical Society of the State of New York (MSSNY)
With permission from the Medical Society of the State of New York (MSSNY),
outlined below is the abbreviated version of the MSSNY Legislative Session
Summary. Dr. Michael Simon, Dr. Lawrence Epstein, Dr. Lawrence
Routenberg, Stuart Hayman, and I participated in the MSSNY 2013 Annual
Legislative Day.
Final Details on the 2013 Legislative Session: The Session of
Proactive Defensive Action
The New York Legislature concluded its 2013 session at 6:50 a.m. on
Saturday, June 22. While pundits have called this the “do nothing”
session, we must reflect upon the many successes achieved by MSSNY —
its physician leaders as well as rank and file physicians — and MSSNY’s
Governmental Affairs division.
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We faced an onslaught of proposals that would have adversely impacted
the practice of medicine — and met them head on.
MSSNY succeeded in defeating a serious proposal that would have
prevented 60 percent or more of the 24,200 physicians who currently
have excess liability protection from remaining eligible for this additional
layer of coverage, including successfully opposing a proposal to require
Medicaid participation as a condition.
MSSNY also succeeded in defeating every broad scope of practice
expansion bill, including the nurse practitioner independent practice bill;
the naturopath, podiatrist and dental scope of practice bills; and the retail
clinic proposal.
MSSNY defeated two proposals that would have required physicians to
complete continuing medical education on pain management.
During the waning days of the session, MSSNY physician leaders and
lobbyists succeeded in preventing Assembly passage of the date of
discovery statute of limitations bill, a measure that would have resulted
in an immediate 15 percent increase in physician medical liability
premiums.
Despite strong opposition from the commercial and managed care
health insurance industry, MSSNY was able to once again obtain passage
of the out-of-network bill by the New York State Senate. We are very
disappointed, however, that the bill did not pass the Assembly. We have
laid a strong foundation for future action by the Assembly and will
continue to enhance these efforts through the summer and fall. Critical
to our success will be our ability to secure support from patient
organizations from the community level on up. We must ensure that
policymakers understand that this is a patient protection issue and not
just a pocketbook issue. Additionally, we must look to other venues for
redress. We must work with the executive team establishing the Health
Benefit Exchange. We must work with our state attorney general. And we
must continue our work with our governor.
While we have much to do, we must take stock of our victories — they
were real and they were substantial. But we must continue to work hard
to achieve a financially stable and improved work environment for our
physicians who are in private practice as well as for our physicians who
are employed by hospitals or by other healthcare providers. We must do
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so if we are to retain and attract the best and the brightest physicians to
New York state. We stand ready to continue this work into 2014.
Your Division of Governmental Affairs (DGA) Team,
Liz Dears, Moe Auster, Pat Clancy, Barbara Ellman

Out of Network
The New York State Senate overwhelmingly passed legislation (S.2551,
Hannon) strongly supported by MSSNY that would enact a number of
different reforms to provide greater coverage and transparency when
patients receive coverage from an out-of-network physician. However, it
did not appear this legislation or similar legislation (A.7813) sponsored
by Assembly Health Committee Chair Richard Gottfried would be taken
up by the state Assembly prior to the end of the regularly scheduled
session.
While Assembly leaders have expressed significant interest in attempting
to address this problem, concerns had been expressed by some, including
by Assembly Insurance Committee Chair Kevin Cahill, regarding the
reliability of the FAIR Health database, which S.2551 and A.7813 would
set forth as the universal reference point for out-of-network coverage.
Physician leaders and MSSNY staff have had several meetings with
Assemblyman Cahill to highlight that the FAIR Health database is not
controlled by the health plans or healthcare providers, and reiterated that
it was created as a result of settlements by then-Attorney General Cuomo
to provide greater transparency and independence in determining out-ofnetwork coverage. These discussions will continue into the summer and
fall.
MSSNY continues to urge physicians to contact their Assembly members
to urge that this legislation be taken up when the Assembly returns to
Albany at some point later in the year.
MSSNY’s Web site includes briefing materials on this issue along with a
brief video from Nassau County Medical Society Past President Dr.
Michael Brisman as to why this legislation is so important for all
physicians and patients, not just out-of-network physicians. To see this
video, go to www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jBYLUmSsPo&feature=youtube.

Date of Discovery Statute of Limitations
During the final week of the session, the Assembly reported the date of
discovery statute of limitations bill to the floor of the Assembly. Your
DGA team immediately conferred with many members of the Assembly
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to urge the Assembly not to take up this proposal because of the
immediate negative impact it would have on physician liability premium
rates (by increasing premiums by as much as 15 percent) and the
resulting patient access delays that would occur. As a result of this action
and of the grassroots action by MSSNY leadership and members
throughout the year, neither the Assembly nor the Senate passed the bill.
Through numerous meetings, communications and press releases,
legislators and key staff members have repeatedly been advised by
MSSNY this year that New York physicians already pay medical liability
premiums that are among the very highest in the nation, and that any
further increases in these premiums cannot be sustained. New York’s
healthcare delivery system is already in a tenuous state and cannot
sustain the enormous increases these bills would cause, particularly at a
time when hundreds of thousands of New Yorkers will be receiving
health insurance coverage for the first time as a result of the
implementation of PPACA and New York’s health insurance exchange.
Other liability and premium cost expansion bills considered by the
Legislature that were advanced but rejected include:

p Removing the contingency fee limitations in medical liability claims
(S.554) — Estimated premium increase of more than 10 percent;
p Expanding damages in wrongful death actions (S.551/A.1001) —
Estimated premium increase of 53 percent;
p Prohibiting ex-parte interviews of plaintiff’s treating physician
(S.1046/A.2365) — Estimated premium increase of 5 percent; and
p Changing the allocation of damages rules in cases involving
multiple defendants (S.887/A.1085) — Estimated premium
increase of 5 percent.
Non-Physician Scope of Practice Legislation
Many non-physician organizations, the for-profit retail and pharmacy
industry, and other interested stakeholders put forth legislation this year
that would have expanded the scope of practice of many title VIII
healthcare professionals. Working with other specialty and county
medical societies, MSSNY was very successful in defeating an unusually
large volume of scope bills this year. While a few bills passed the New
York Senate, the Assembly refused to take action on them. A list of the
many bills discussed this year follows.
p Nurse Practitioners: S.4611 (Young)/A.4648-A (Gottfried) would
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eliminate the requirement for a nurse practitioner to have a
collaborative agreement with a physician. This legislation was not
acted upon by either house this year. This issue was first discussed
in the context of the proposed budget.

Healthcare Professional Transparency Act
Legislation (S.5493, Griffo/A.7889, Stirpe) that would amend the
Education Law to ensure appropriate identification of all licensed
healthcare professionals in their one-on-one interactions with patients
and in their advertisements to the public was introduced in both houses
of the Legislature in May. It was reported to the Senate floor and was
included on the Senate active list for June 17 but was not taken up
during the end of the session. The bill was not considered by the
Assembly.
This bill will require that advertisements for services provided by
healthcare practitioners identify the type of professional license and
board certification (if applicable) held by the healthcare professional. In
addition, this measure would require all advertisements to be free from
any and all deceptive or misleading information. Ambiguous provider
nomenclature, related advertisements and marketing, and the myriad of
individuals one encounters at each point of service exacerbate patient
uncertainty.
Additionally, this measure would require that, during patient encounters,
healthcare practitioners wear an identification name tag that includes the
type of license held by the practitioner. A resolution supporting the
wearing of identification badges in all settings was approved in April
2013 by MSSNY’s House of Delegates. The bill would also require the
healthcare practitioner to display a document in his or her office that
clearly identifies the type of license that the practitioner holds.
In a clinical setting, particularly during an emergency or life-threatening
hospitalization, it is often impossible for patients to know whether the
person providing their care is a physician, nurse practitioner, physician
assistant, pharmacist, dentist, or dental hygienist, for example. Greater
transparency concerning the credentials of healthcare professionals in
their advertisements will assist the public in making informed decisions
concerning the providers from whom they seek treatment.
The bill is supported by the AMA and several national and state specialty
societies. MSSNY and the specialty societies will develop a strategy to
ensure early consideration of the proposal in 2014.
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OBS Facility Fee Bill
The Legislature adjourned without taking action on legislation (S.2944-A,
Hannon/A.6702, Quart) that would have ensured that physicians with
accredited or certified office-based surgical practices could apply for and
receive additional payment for procedures performed at such practice
settings. MSSNY and other specialty societies support this legislation.
CME Mandate on Pain Management
Legislation to mandate the completion of coursework on pain
management received much attention in both houses this year. One bill
(S.2947, Hannon/A.1124, Rosenthal) that would require all healthcare
practitioners to complete course work or training on pain management
and palliative care passed the Assembly but died on the Senate floor due
in large part to strong MSSNY opposition. The bill would require that all
healthcare practitioners complete course work or training every four
years. A second proposal, Senate Bill 2861A, sponsored by Sen. George
Maziarz, would require prescribers of prescription pain medication to
complete a one-time eight-hour course related to pain management of
opiate-dependent patients. It did not advance from the Senate Health
Committee. There is no equivalent bill in the Assembly. MSSNY actively
opposed each of these bills.
OPMC Legislation Passes Senate
Legislation (S.4527A, Hannon/A.7102B, Gottfried) that would make
certain changes to Office of Professional Medical Conduct (OPMC)
procedures was passed by the New York Senate but stalled in the
Assembly. To strengthen enforcement of clinical competency remediation,
the bill would allow a Committee on Professional Conduct (Committee),
after notice to the licensee and an opportunity to be heard has been
afforded, to order compliance with the remediation recommendations of
a clinical competency exam. These changes would also allow the
Committee to refer the case to the director of OPMC for presentation to
an investigative committee if it determines that there are no reasonable
conditions or limitations that could be imposed upon the licensee that
would sufficiently mitigate the licensee’s incompetence. Where the
Committee determines that there is no practical remediation for the
alleged incompetence, then such incompetence would be grounds for a
finding of professional misconduct.
The bill would also permit notice of disciplinary proceedings conducted
by the OPMC of the Department of Health (DOH) to be served by mail.
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Additionally, the bill would lift the ban on physician use of testimonials.
Physicians — like non-physicians — would be able to use testimonials in
their advertising providing that such testimonials comply with the
specifications of the Rules of the Board of Regents, 8 NYCRR 29 1(b)(12).
This proposal is consistent with Resolution 105 adopted by MSSNY’s
2011 House of Delegates.
Importantly, provisions in earlier drafts of this bill that would have
imposed significant penalties for failure to follow a commissioner’s order
were removed at MSSNY’s request.

What to Expect Now That the Session Has Concluded
Department of Health’s Work Group on Pain Management Education
for Prescribers and Patients
The Department of Health’s Work Group continues to deliberate about
certain I-STOP implementation details and whether to require that
prescribers complete coursework on pain management. The duty to
consult the Department of Health’s Prescription Monitoring Program
(PMP) becomes effective Aug 27, 2013. Physicians (or their
designated office staff) will be required to check the PMP for every
patient that is prescribed a Schedule II, III or IV controlled
substance. The “duty to consult” does not apply for inpatients at
hospitals or inpatient clinics, but does apply upon discharge. The
new Prescription Monitoring System is now up and running and
physicians are encouraged to use that system.
To access the PMP, physicians will need to obtain a Health Commerce
System (HCS) account. To establish an HCS account, go to the DOH Web
site at https://hcsteamwork1.health.state.ny.us/pub/top.html and follow
the instructions.
New accounts are usually established within two weeks. Once the
application is processed, physicians will receive an e-mail from DOH
along with documents that must be printed, notarized, and received by
the Department of Health for a user ID to be issued.
“Designated office staff” should also sign up for an HCS account. This
will enable them to check the PMP database on behalf of the physician
after August 27, 2013. Information for establishing this account can be
found on the MSSNY Web site at www.mssny.org under the I-STOP
heading. For assistance in setting up the designee, please contact the
DOH Commerce Accounts Management Unit (CAMU) at 1-866-529-1890.
More information may be obtained by going to www.health.ny.gov/
professionals/narcotic/practitioners.
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According to the New York State Department of Health, the new PMP site
will make it easier for physicians to upload and view multiple patients by
August 27, 2013. The Prescription Registration Form, a copy of the
Department of Health brochure, and additional information on I-STOP are
all available on the MSSNY Web site at www.mssny.org. There is also a
video presentation of the MSSNY webinar on I-Stop implementation
under “I-Stop Information” on the Web site.
The Department of Financial Services and Department of Health
Will Implement the Health Insurance Exchange: Individuals and
Small Businesses Will Be Able to Purchase Coverage in October
MSSNY will continue its ongoing discussions with New York State Health
Insurance Exchange staff regarding the products that will be sold through
the Exchange. New York state residents will be able to begin enrolling in
health insurance products sold through the Exchange starting this
October 1, with coverage to begin January 1, 2014. At this time, the
Exchange administration is still reviewing the offering of the plans to be
sold through the Exchange after plans submitted their proposed offerings
in April. New York state will be going forward with a large marketing
campaign over the summer and fall to promote New Yorkers’ awareness
of the Exchange, including seeking the assistance of community groups
and advocacy organizations, including healthcare provider associations,
to promote awareness of the Exchange. MSSNY staff, along with Dr.
Michael Brisman, met with NYHIE Executive Director Donna Frescatore
on July 2 to discuss how the Exchange products will “line up” with
MSSNY’s articulated goals, which include: a) assuring a wide array of
products to purchase coverage b) sufficient network adequacy within
each plan sold through the Exchange, and c) fair coverage for OON
services. m
Charles J. Assini, Jr., Esq.
NYSSA Board Counsel and Legislative Representative
Higgins, Roberts & Suprunowicz, P.C.
1430 Balltown Road
Schenectady, NY 12309-4301
Our website: www.HRSLaw.us.com
Phone: 518-374-3399 Fax: 518-374-9416
E-mail:CJAssini@HRSLaw.us.com
And cc: GKCarter@HRSLaw.us.com
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Become a Member of
The Friends of Wood Library – Museum
Benefits of membership include:

• Updates on WLM acquisitions and projects
• Annual Appreciation Tea with WLM Board at the ASA meeting
• Special discounts on WLM books and products
Special Friends Memberships:
One Year — $40.00
Three Years — $100.00
Friends for Life — $500.00
Friends for Life (retired members) — $300.00

Mail your contribution to:
Wood Library-Museum of Anesthesiology
520 North Northwest Highway, Park Ridge, IL 60068-2573
Online contributions are also welcome. Go to:
https://woodlibrarymuseum.org/friend/
E-mail any questions to
wlm@asahq.org or call 847-825-5586.

Anesthesia Care:
Are Your Practices Safe?
Find Out With This Online CME Course: FREE for NYSSA Members
In the past decade in the U.S., there have been 33 reported outbreaks of patient-topatient transmission of hepatitis B and C virus in healthcare settings due to breeches in
infection control. Seven of these outbreaks involved anesthesia care, putting 55,000
patients at risk and infecting 144.

Anesthesia Care and Infection Control: Keeping Your Patients Safe
Created by and for anesthesiologists, this CME program provides the information you
need to decrease the risk of healthcare-associated transmission of pathogens.

Course Topics Include:
m Safe injection practices designed to prevent transmission of bloodborne pathogens
m Principles regarding the cleaning, disinfection and sterilization of reused anesthesia
devices and the anesthesia workspace
m Practices shown to reduce the incidence of infectious complications associated with
neuraxial anesthetic techniques, such as spinal and epidural blocks, and central
venous catheters
m Prevention and post-exposure management of infectious diseases

To complete this online course, go to nyssa-pga.org.
Scroll down to the course listing and click on the NYSSA MEMBERS graphic.
Infection control training is mandatory for anesthesiologists and other healthcare providers in the state of
New York.
This course was developed by Medcom, Inc., in association with Elliott S. Greene, M.D., professor of
anesthesiology, Department of Anesthesiology, Albany Medical College, and Richard A. Beers, M.D.,
professor of anesthesiology, SUNY Upstate Medical University, and the NYSSA, thanks to an unrestricted
educational grant from New York state.
Credit Designation | Medcom, Inc. designates this educational activity for a maximum of 1 AMA PRA Category 1
CreditTM. Physicians should only claim credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.
The course is approved by New York state to meet the NY infection control requirement.
Accreditation | Medcom, Inc. is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to
provide continuing medical education for physicians.

Membership Update

New or Reinstated Members
April 1 – June 30, 2013
Active Members
DISTRICT 1

DISTRICT 3

Monica Jindal, M.D.
Tom Kao, M.D.
Linda Kawam, D.O.
Joon Kim, M.D.

Jeffrey Bernstein, M.D.
Christopher Hsieh, M.D.
Christopher Tanaka, M.D.

DISTRICT 2

Rames Bhalodia, M.D.
Usha Bhalodia, M.D.
George Elbayadi, M.D.
Reet Ivand, M.D.
Mumtaz Khan, M.D.
Neal Puthumana, M.B.

Tricia Brentjens, M.D.
Simin S. Frisk, M.D.
Jonathan Gal, M.D.
Ajay Jain, M.D.
Jody Jones, M.D.
Harry Kwak, M.D.
Allison J. Lee, M.D.
David Lee, M.D.
Larry Lee, M.D.
Michael Nurok, M.B., Ch.B.
Joseph Oxendine, M.D.
Jasmir Parihar, D.O., M.S.
Aleksey Pryadko, M.D.
Benjamin Salter, D.O.
Ali Nima Shariat, M.D.
Sarah Smith, M.D.
Zdravka Zafirova, M.D.

DISTRICT 5

DISTRICT 6

Steve Lee, M.D.
Nicholas Peterson, M.D.
DISTRICT 7

Bhaskar Gopalakrishnan, M.D.
James Hitt, M.D., Ph.D.
DISTRICT 8

Karen Bloom, M.D.
Sabatino Leffe, D.O.
Steven Weintraub, M.D.

Affiliate Members
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DISTRICT 2

DISTRICT 6

Karl Herold, M.D.

Calvin Chiang, M.D.
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Membership Update

New or Reinstated Members
April 1 – June 30, 2013
Resident Members
DISTRICT 1

DISTRICT 3

Akhtar Ali, M.D.
Aaron Chyfez, M.D.
Boris Yaguda, M.D.

Jessica Fuore, M.D.

DISTRICT 2

Agnes Lamon, M.D.
Jonathan Finkelstein, M.D.
Lisa Lynch, M.D.
Michael Gajewski, M.D.
Patrick McCormick, M.D.

DISTRICT 4

Ryan Guay, D.O.
DISTRICT 6

Folasade Oladapo, M.D.

Recently Retired Members
DISTRICT 1

DISTRICT 2

Miriam Lumbreras, M.D.
Randolph Sampson, M.D.

An Pham, M.D.
Adiba Shamsi, M.B., B.S.
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2013 OFFICERS
PRESIDENT

Michael B. Simon, M.D., Wappingers Falls, NY

PRESIDENT ELECT
VICE-PRESIDENT

Lawrence J. Epstein, M.D., New Rochelle, NY

Michael P. Duffy, M.D., Cazenovia, NY

IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT

Salvatore G. Vitale, M.D., Niskayuna, NY

SECRETARY

Vilma A. Joseph, M.D., M.P.H., Elmont, NY

TREASURER

David S. Bronheim, M.D., Kings Point, NY

FIRST ASSISTANT SECRETARY

Christopher L. Campese, M.D., Douglaston, NY

SECOND ASSISTANT SECRETARY

Jason Lok, M.D., Manlius, NY

ASSISTANT TREASURER
ASA DIRECTOR

Scott B. Groudine, M.D., Latham, NY
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SPEAKER

Jung T. Kim, M.D., New York, NY
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Charles C. Gibbs, M.D., Rainbow Lake, NY
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Lawrence J. Routenberg, M.D., Schenectady, NY
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Jesus R. Calimlim, M.D., Jamesville, NY

DIRECTOR, DIST. NO. 6

Richard N. Wissler, M.D., Ph.D., Pittsford, NY

DIRECTOR, DIST. NO. 7

Rose Berkun, M.D., Williamsville, NY

DIRECTOR, DIST. NO. 8

Steven B. Schulman, M.D., Roslyn, NY
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Steven S. Schwalbe, M.D., Leonia, NJ
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